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University rankings

• Encourage competition (Brankovic et al., 2018)

• Are viewed with scepticism as an imperfect measurement to harmful 
fabrication (Ashwin, 2020; Espeland & Sauder, 2016; Brankovic, 2021)

• There is a sense that they are increasingly accepted by university 
leaders as the new normal (Hazelkorn, 2008, 2018)

 How do rankers make their product meaningful to the sector?
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Times Higher Education

• It publishes THE World University Rankings

• The Times (18th century-)

• The Times Higher Education Supplement (1971-2008)

• Times Higher Education (2008-)

 It is a newspaper supplement that has turned into a data company
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A data company

THE is the world leader in university data, rankings and content, with institutions,
academics, students, industry and governments utilising the information to gain insight,
inform strategic priorities, benchmark, assess and select higher education institutions.
THE has led on higher education analysis for nearly half a century, and has more than 700
clients globally across its data, consultancy and hiring services, including Oxford and
Cambridge Universities in the UK and Harvard and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) in the US. […] THE’s in-house data team analysed over nine million data
points …(Inflexion, 2019).
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Journalism & data analytics are different 
activities

• Rankings journalism create an ambiguous relationship between the 
newsmaker and its readers.

• How can we explore whether THE engaged with this ambiguity 
strategically?
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How did THEs rhetorical use of rankings change after 
the launch of the World University Rankings in 2004, and 
the expansion of their rankings portfolio in 2013?

1. What topics characterize the articles that mention 
rankings? Does the focus change over time? 

2. Who is being drawn into rankings-related journalism, and in 
what contexts are the various actors placed? 

3. What can the rhetorical composition of the rankings 
journalism tell us about the strategies that THE has used to 
legitimize its rankings? 



The corpus
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Method
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Computational hermeneutics

• Uses computational text analysis to 
study cultural artefacts

• Going back-and-forth between…
• …approaches (qualitative-quantitative)

• …readings (close-distant)

• Interpretive
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Rhetorical strategies

Agent

Scene

Act

Purpose

Agency
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Burke’s dramatistic pentad

• Ratios are the relationships 
between the pentadic 
elements.

• E.g., agent-scene-act; scene-
agent-agency



Scenes
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Scenes

• LDA topic modelling (Mohr et al., 2013)

• Target number for topics is 16

• 4 broader themes (Gaby & Caren, 2016)
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Themes

1. LANDSCAPE

2. ACTIVITIES

3. EXTRANEOUS FORCES

4. REFLECTIONS
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United Kingdom
Europe
Emerging Economies
North America
Commentary

Admissions
Leadership
Communications
Sustainability
Workplace

Politics
Funding
Assessment frameworks

Methodology
Opinion & Humour
Existence
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Scenes
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Scenes

Coverage moves from a British higher education sector beset with 
national concerns to a global hierarchy.

Coverage begins to focus on:

a) factors internal to universities that contribute to league positioning,

b) the new regions in the expanded rankings market,

c) explaining their methodology. 
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Scene - Agent

(topic) - (subject)
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Scene - Act - Agent

(topic) - (verb) - (subject)



Scene-act-agent

• We pull out subject-verb-object triplets 

• The triplets are visualised in dendrograms as

 subject – verb – [object/subject] – verb – object
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• Universities spring to life
• ‘overtake / beat’ each other

• ‘rise,’ ‘drop,’ ‘reach,’ ‘leap,’ ‘exit,’ ‘jump,’ ‘climb,’ or ‘top,’ in rank.

• The scene reads as a type of spectacle
• Some universities ‘lead’ and others ‘slip’ in a metaphoric race. 

• Challenges must be overcome: ‘universities… face… cuts / challenges / decline 
/ problem / stress / criticism’

• Improvements are rewarded with a rise in the hierarchy. 

• Universities are also acted upon or with
• ‘evaluators… rank’ them, ‘rankings… showcase’ them, ‘casualties… include’ 

them, and ‘Harvard… beats’ them.
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Orchestrating a spectacle

• The Commentary scene secures an audience by orchestrating a spectacle
• Commentary scene casts universities in a metaphoric race 

• It effectively ‘V-Charges’ “the remaking of higher education as a global enterprise” 
(Robertson, 2019b) 
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Legitimising THE ranking

• The Methodology scene legitimises THE’s ranking activities
• Intensifies after 2009 as THE breaks with QS

• Important for expansion of the WUR from 2013 onwards

• Brings in agents alongside THE in the rankings production
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Reflections & conclusion



What does the future hold?
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Conclusion

THE’s coverage should be contextualized in its shift from relying on subscription and 
advertising revenues, to developing rankings and derivative services as products in their 
own right.

THE’s engages strategically with the ambiguous relationship it constructs to its readers. 
Analysing and documenting such engagement over time holds value.

The dramatic appeal of newsworthiness might be as key to the mundanity of the rankings 
(Brankovic, 2021) as their purported truthfulness. 
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Thank you!

Morten Hansen | @Hansen_edu

Astrid Van den Bossche | @askebos
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https://twitter.com/Hansen_edu
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